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DISCLAIMER
 Though all efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy and

concurrency of the content on this handbook, the same should not be
construed as a statement of law or used for any legal purposes.

 In case of any ambiguity or doubts, users are advised to verify/check with
the High Court Rules and Orders, Civil Procedure Code, Criminalthe High Court Rules and Orders, Civil Procedure Code, Criminal
Procedure Code and Appropriate Statute.

 The material herein is for general information and guidance of Ministerial
staff in conduct of their duties.

 Under no circumstances will the author or the Chandigarh Judicial
Academy, Chandigarh shall be liable for any expense, loss or damage
including, without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or
any expense, loss or damage whatsoever arising from use, or loss of use, of
data, arising out of or in connection with the use of this handbook.
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DAY TODAY WORKING OF A

READER



DISTRICT & SESSIONS
JUDGE

ESTABLISHMENT

CHIEF
JUDICIAL

MAGISTRATE

CIVIL JUDGE

(Senior
Diviosion)



Ministerial staff

 Suprintendent grade I
 Suprintendent grade II
 English Clerk
 Readers
 Ahlmads

 Civil Ahlmad
 Criminal Ahlmad
 Judgment writers
 StenographersAhlmads

 Translator
 Copying agency
 Record Room
 Library
 Naib Nazir(tamil)
 Computer Operator(CIS)
 Data Processor(CIS)
 Purchase clerk

Stenographers
 Execution clerks
 Copy clerks
 Fine clerks
 Statistical operator
 Security
 Maintenance
 Web site management
 Regular updation of the court

site



Duties of a Reader
 Handling of Files
 Preparation of Daily Cause list
 Calling of the Cases
 Display of Cause List
 Putting up the file today
 “Filing” seals on each page and document with date and name of the court “Filing” seals on each page and document with date and name of the court
 Checking of the pleadings and court fee
 Communication and dealing with public, litigants, other staff members and

lawyers
 Ensure signatures or thumb impression of witnesses and parties under their

statements
 Maintenance of Registers including peshi register, disposal register and fine

register
 Keep the list of approved commissioners,
 list of approved newspapers for publication, and unit chart
 List of legal aid counsel for remand hours and trial



Duties cont...

 Preparation of decree sheet
 Maintenance of Attendance register and casual leave record
 Court fee calculation
 Preparation of Jail Warrants
 Issuance of Fine Receipt, and entries in the fine register Issuance of Fine Receipt, and entries in the fine register
 Comparison of disposal register with consignment
 Conciliation of the registers and overall supervision of the staff
 Preparation of monthly, quarterly , six monthly and Annual

Statements
 Attestation of certified copies
 Maintenance of library in the court/chamber
 Maintenace of list of furniture and fixtures and other items in

the court and Retiring room of the Presiding officer



Judicial duties
 Preparation of decree sheet

 Know how much Pleaders’fee
to be added

 What Costs are included in
decree sheet

 Coordinate with ahlmad for
preparation of file for
arguments

 Calculate the units earned by
the court after disposal ofdecree sheet

 Get the Internal inspection of
the court done by presiding
officer

 Preparation of various
statements and history sheets
at the time of Annual
inspection by the
Administrative Judge

the court after disposal of
each day

 Entries in CIS

 Maintain the decorum of the
court

 Issue receipt for the payment
of fine

 Maintain Fine register and
statement and get it verified.



Other judicial duties
 Proper framing of succession certificates

 Probates

 Sale deeds if executing through court



Other duties of the READER
The Reader shall ensure that:

 a Peshi Register is maintained, in which he will record the
cases fixed on any particular date and on that date(Now in
CIS also)**CIS also)**

 he will also record the next date of adjournment and will
again enter the case on the cases fixed for that date in the
peshi register(Now in CIS also)**

**NOTE: Now software has been provided in the computers,
the Reader can enter the cases every day in the computer
and thereafter it will go to the relevant date and category
and generate a cause list automatically



Reader as the caretaker of the court

 To keep the officer in good comfort

 To ensure that all the articles in the court and the
chamber are in good working condition

 To ensure the supply of stationery , computer To ensure the supply of stationery , computer
accessories etc. available

 To prepare and get signed necessary requisitions for
this purpose

 Liaison with other departments on behalf of the court
wherever required





Communication skills and Public dealing
 Fatherly figure in the court

 Politeness

 Firmness

 Obedience

 Guidance to junior lawyers

 Coordinate with other staff
members and Naib Court

 Conduit between presiding
officer and other staff
members

Training and guiding new
 Guidance to junior lawyers

and litigants

 Maintaining secrecy where
required

 Public friendly

 Lawyer friendly

 Honest

 Training and guiding new
staff members

 Preparation of show cause
notice etc.

 List of contact numbers
/details of important
persons, staff etc.



Preparation of cause list

 The Reader shall make sure that he receives all the files
fixed for the next day from the Ahlmad well in time

 Cause Lists of cases fixed for each day should be
prepared a day before.prepared a day before.

 Lists be exhibited in the Court room, or the verandah
of the Court-house, on the previous afternoon, for the
information of parties and their pleaders.

 Cases should as far as possible be so arranged in the
cause lists that the litigants may not have to wait long
for simple cases, petty work such as miscellaneous
applications, executions and objections, etc.



Cause lists
 The cases in the cause list are to be arranged in such a

manner that the matters relating to appearance are
listed on the top, written statements, replications etc.

 There after, cases fixed for preliminary hearing and There after, cases fixed for preliminary hearing and
framing of issues are to listed.

 Thereafter, the cases of civil and criminal evidence are
to be listed.

 Thereafter the cases fixed for arguments on
applications and the cases for final arguments are to be
listed.



Format of the Cause list
 IN THE COURT OF ......................................................................

 CAUSE LIST FOR (day of the week and date).................................

S.
No

No., date of
institution
and
description
of the

Plaintiff,
Appella
nt or
Petition
er

Defen
dant
or
Respo
ndent

Stage
of the
case viz
for
issues,

Stage
of the
case viz
for
issues,of the

case
er ndent issues,

eviden
ce,
argume
nts

issues,
eviden
ce,
argume
nts



FILING OF SUITFILING OF SUIT



 Whether the plaint is duly signed and verified
 Whether the suit is within the jurisdiction(pecuniary and territorial)
 Whether the documents attached to the plaint (if any) are

accompanied by list in the prescribed form and are in order;
 proper court fee has been affixed
 Whether the plaintiff has filed his address for service during the

Examination of the plaint and petitions with a
purpose of checking the following:

 Whether the plaintiff has filed his address for service during the
litigation

 Whether the address of the opposite party in the prescribed form has
been filed

 duplicate copy of the plaint has been furnished
 affidavit in support of the plaint has been filed
 proper power of attorney has been filed
 proper process fee(One time) has been furnished
 If any of the parties to the suit are minors , whether they are properly

represented as laid down under the relevant law.



Particulars to be checked in the plaint as per
order 7 CPC
 the name of the court in which the suit is brought;
 the name, description and place of residence of the defendant, so far as

they can be ascertained;
 the name, description and place of residence of the plaintiff;
 where the plaintiff or the defendant is a minor or a person of unsound

mind, a statement to that effect.
 the facts containing the cause of action and when it arose; the facts containing the cause of action and when it arose;
 the facts showing that the court has jurisdiction;
 the relief which the plaintiff claims;
 where the plaintiff has allowed a set-off or relinquished a portion of his

claim, the amount so allowed or relinquished;
 Where the plaintiff sues in a representative character, the plaint shall

show not only that he has an actual existing interest in the subject matter,
but also that he has taken the steps (if any)

 necessary to enable him to institute a suit concerning it.
 a statement of the value of the subject-matter of the suit for the purpose of

jurisdiction and ofcourt-fee, so far as the case admits.



 proper address for notices has been mentioned
 A statement that the plaintiff has not filed a same or

similar suit between the same parties on the same
subject matter in any other court in India

 Affix filing stamps with date on each page and get it
signed by the presiding officer

 Punching of the court fee stamps
 Arrangement of files on the dais
 Placing the summonses on the file received on the Placing the summonses on the file received on the

same day and get the report of the ahlmad
 Whether Caveat has been filed
 cancel the court fee stamps
 Obtain copies of the plaint equal to the number of

defendants
 Ensure that the file remains in safe hands while

recording of evidence etc.



Additional matters
to be mentioned in the plaint

 where the suit is for movable property or for debt of which
the value cannot be estimated, the plaint shall state the
approximate amount or value of the movable property or
debt, as the case may be (Order VII Rule 2);

 where the subject matter of the suit is immovable where the subject matter of the suit is immovable
property, the plaint shall contain a description of the
property sufficient to identify it;(Order VII Rule 3);

 in cases of suits which are time-barred, the grounds
of exemption from limitation law (Order VII

 Rule 6;
 every plaint shall state the relief which the plaintiff

claims in the last para as prayer clause.
 Verification and affidavit in support of plaint



Loss of revenue

 When the case is received in the court to which it has
been sent by entrustment, it shall be the duty of the
Reader of the Court, to which they are attached, that
these are properly stamped.

 The Reader will be primarily responsible for loss of
revenue caused to Govt. by insufficient court fee or
stamps on the suits and applications.

 The Reader shall also cancel/punch the judicial stamps
affixed on the plaint/documents etc. The Reader will
immediately put up the file to the Judge with his
report.



Order XVIII Rule X and Remand in Appeal

 If the court pronounces judgment under Order VIII
rule X CPC, a decree shall be drawn up by the Reader

 Remand of suit in appeal

When on conclusion of the appeal, the suit isWhen on conclusion of the appeal, the suit is
remanded for fresh trial. The directions given by the
Appellate Court while remanding the case shall be
complied with and a fresh notice shall be issued to the
parties in case they failed to appear on the date given
by the Appellate Court. A fresh decree sheet shall be
prepared whenever ordered by the Trial Court
while deciding the case.



Return of plaint

 If a suit is not within the jurisdiction of the Court, the
plaint shall be ordered to be returned to the plaintiff
for presentation in the proper Court. In such cases, the
Reader must record on the plaint under the signatureReader must record on the plaint under the signature
of the Judge;

 Date of its presentation and return;

 The name of party presenting it;

 Brief reasons for returning it;



MANNER OF DETERMINING
THE VALUE OF SUITS

 Manner of determining the value of the
suits for the purposes specified in Section 9
of the suits is contained in Vol. 1, chapter 3of the suits is contained in Vol. 1, chapter 3
part C of High Court Rules and Orders



Written statement, set off and counter claim:
Check list for reader

 Filing seal on each page
 the documents produced by the defendant in support of the written

statement on which he basis his defence; or claim to set-off or makes a
counter claim if any

 A list of documents he relies in support of his case;
 Other documents not in his possession or power but on which he

relies his claim and a
 statement in whose possession or power they are; statement in whose possession or power they are;
 A duplicate of the written statement to be supplied to the plaintiff; and
 A statement of documents not in his possession or power as in whose

possession or power it is and where it can be found.
 The rules relating to written statement by defendant shall apply to a

written statement filed in answer to a counter claim by the plaintiff.
 Whether the defendant has prepared an index of all the documents

presented by him, duly page marked.
 whether the defendant has made verification at the bottom of the

written statement



Documentary Evidence
 Every document 'admitted in evidence' must be got endorsed and signed or initialed by

the judge in the manner laid down in order XIII Rule 4 and marked with exhibit No.

 Documents produced by the plaintiff may be marked as Ex. P1, P2 etc. while those
produced by the defendants as Ex.D1, D2, D 3 etc.

 Each Civil Court has been supplied with a rubber stamp in the following form:-

 SUIT No……………OF………………….20

 Title……………..Plaintiff………………Versus………Defendant

 Produced by……………………………….On the……………day of………..20 Produced by……………………………….On the……………day of………..20

 Nature of document………………………………………………..

 Stamp duty paid Rs…………….np…………….is (is not) correct.

 Admitted as Exhibit No………………………

 On the…………………………………..day of………………20

 Judge

 The entries in the above form must be filled in by the court Reader at the time when the
document is admitted in evidence and judge will sign it with the date.

 Documents which are not admitted in evidence must similarly be endorsed by the
Reader before their return with the particulars in Order XIII Rule 6 together with a
statement of their being rejected and the endorsement must be signed or initialed by the
Judge.



Return /impounding of documents

 In pending cases, application for return of documents
should be made to the Court where the case is
pending.

 Stamps on documents

 The provision as to affixing the stamp duty on The provision as to affixing the stamp duty on
instrument, is contained in the schedule of the Indian
Stamp Act,1899.

 Document once admitted cannot be expunged on the
ground of non-payment of stamp duty under Section
36 of Indian Stamp Act.

 The Court Reader shall ensure compliance under the
rules.



Checking of the certificates on the
documents produced in evidence

 Under the banker's Books Evidence Act, 1891, certified copies can be produced instead of
the original. In view o f section 2(8) of this Act the following certificate should appear at
the foot of such copies:

 “Certified that the above is a true copy of an entry contained in one of the
ordinary books of the bank and that it was made in the usual and ordinary
course of business and that such book is still in the custody of the bank.”

Dated………. Signature
Principal Accountant/ManagerPrincipal Accountant/Manager
……………………….Bank
………………………Station

 A similar privilege is extended under Section 26 of the Cooperative Society Act, 1912, to
entries in books of Societies registered under that Act and the entries in the accounts
prescribed under clause (a) of Section 3(1) of the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Act,1930.

 It shall be the duty of Court Reader to check that all such documents, when produced in
evidence, contain the requisite certificate before they are exhibited in evidence of the
parties. The Reader will also ensure that the other documents, brought in evidence, are
duly stamped and wherever there is any doubt he should submit the same to the
Presiding Officer for necessary orders. Only upon those orders, the documents shall be
exhibited in evidence.



Hearing of the suit

 The court may grant adjournments up to three times.

 It shall be the duty of the court Reader to inform the
court about the number of adjournments already
granted to the parties leading the evidence.

 Where any costs have been imposed on any of the Where any costs have been imposed on any of the
parties, Reader shall keep a note regarding payment of
costs at the time of next hearing before the
proceedings starts.



Recording of evidence
 In every case the examination -in-chief of a witness shall be on an affidavit

Before starting the evidence the court Reader shall ensure that the copies of
affidavit of the witness have been supplied to the opposite party well before the
date fixed so that the opposite party may go through the affidavit and do not
seek any adjournment for cross-examination on the affidavit. Provided that
where the documents are filed with the affidavit, the proof and
admissibility of such document shall be subject to the orders of the
Court.

 The witnesses shall be produced for cross examination by the opposite The witnesses shall be produced for cross examination by the opposite
party on the date fixed for evidence. The court Reader shall give exhibit
numbers on the documents produced by the plaintiff and the defendant under
the signatures of the judge, if the documents are not objected to.

 Where English is not the language of the court but all the parties to the suit
who appear in person and their counsels make a statement that they have no
objection if the evidence is recorded in English only as required by Rule 9
of Order XVIII and thereafter the evidence shall be recorded in English only.

 The Reader will ensure that before starting the recording of evidence of the
parties, the statement of the parties is duly recorded so that later on they may
not object that the statements have been recorded in English only.



Certificate of attendance to the witnesses
.
 In all cases in which an officer of Government is summoned to give evidence, the Court

should give him a certificate in the prescribed form given below, specifying the dates on
which the officer was required to attend and the amount, if any, paid to him by the Court.

 FORM OF CERTIFICATE
In the Court of Shri _________________________

 Certified that_____________________was summoned to give evidence in this Court in
 his public/private capacity in the case of______________________and was required to
 attend for a period of_____days i.e. attend for a period of_____days i.e.
 from___________________to________________.

 He was paid the following amounts in accordance with the rules of the Court:-
 An amount of Rs.___________ as his diet money has been recovered from the litigants

and has been/will
 be deposited in the local Treasury.
 Given under my hand and the seal of the court this __________ day of ____________20 .
 Seal of the Court Rubber stamp of the Court
 It is the duty of the reader to keep the proformas of the certificate ready and issue

the same after getting it signed from the presiding officer, immediately after the
conclusion of evidence by the witness and not to keep him waiting



JUDGMENT AND DECREE

 The Reader shall enter in his disposal register the result of the suit and the date
of pronouncement of judgment.

 The decree shall be drawn by the court Reader in the prescribed proforma as
given in Appendix D, Sr.No.1 to 23 of CPC as the case may be.

 It shall agree with the judgment, contain the number of suit, the names and
description of the parties, their registered addresses and particulars of the
claim and shall specify clearly the relief granted or other determination of the
suit.
claim and shall specify clearly the relief granted or other determination of the
suit.

 The decree shall also state the amount of costs incurred in the suit by each
party and what costs are to be paid by which party and to whom.

 Every endeavour shall be made by the court Reader to ensure that the decree is
drawn up as expeditiously as possible and in any case within 15 days from the
date from which the judgment is pronounced.

 The decree sheet shall bear the date, the day on which the judgment was
pronounced and it shall be signed by the judge.

 Thereafter, the file will be sent by the Reader to Ahlmad for consignment etc.



Rules regarding Counsel Fee

 An Advocate who has been employed by the heirs of deceased party is not entitled to have fresh fees
taxed.

 Where two counsel are required by rules to represent a party, the fees of the junior counsel
shall be equal to two-thirds that of the senior counsel's fee

 In any miscellaneous proceedings including arbitration proceedings, probate cases or cases under
other statutory provisions or for any matter other than that of appearing acting or pleading in a suit
prior to decree, the fees shall not exceed:

 (I) Rs.2000 in the Court of a District Judge or of an officer exercising the powers of a Civil Judge

 (Sr.Divn), Addl.Civil Judge {Sr.Divn}Civil Judge, Junior Division

 (ii) Rs.100 in the court of an officer exercising the powers of a subordinate Judge in respect of cases of

 the value of which is below Rs. 1000.

 In appeals, the fee shall be calculated on the same scale as in the original suits, and the principles of
the above rules as to original suits shall be applied, as nearly as may be.

 The party claiming the counsel fee to be allowed shall, before the final hearing of the case,
file in the court, a certificate signed by legal practitioner certifying the amount of the fee or
fees actually paid by or on behalf of his client to him or to any other legal practitioner in
whose place he may have appeared.

 The form of certificate is contained in High Court Rules & Orders Volume I Chapter 16 Part C rule 19.



COUNSEL FEE in different Categories of Suits
Volume I, Chapter 16 Part B

The Readers of all the courts shall calculate
the counsel fee in the memo of costs of decree
sheet accordingly while preparing the decree
the counsel fee in the memo of costs of decree
sheet accordingly while preparing the decree
sheet.



Counsel fee In suits for the recovery of money or of

specific property, or a share of specific property
whether immovable or movable or for the breach of any
contract for damages: RULE I

 (a) If the amount or value
of property, debt or
damages decreed shall not
exceed Rs.25000

 10% on the amount or
value decreed

 10 % on 25,000
8 % on remainder
As above and on the

exceed Rs.25000
 exceed Rs. 25,000/- and

not exceed Rs.50,000/-
 exceed Rs.50,000/- and not

exceed Rs. One Lakh
 exceed Rs.1,00,000 and not

exceed Rs.5, 00,000/
 exceed Rs.5, 00,000/-

 As above and on the
remainder at 4 %

 As above and on the
remainder at 2 %

 on Rs.5, 00,000/- as above
and on the remainder at
1 %, subject however that
in no case the amount of
fee shall exceed
Rs.20,000/-.



Suits where the amount of Advocates fees to be allowed
shall be fixed by the Court disposing of the matter and
shall not exceed of that payable according to the rate
specified in Rule 1

 A1. (i) Summary suits under Order XXXVII
where the defendant does not appear or where
leave to defendant is refused or where a decree
is passed against the defendant failing to
comply with the condition on which leave to
defend was granted and appeals against

 (v) Suit in which judgment is given on
admission under Rule 6 of Order XII
before the settlement of issues recording
of any evidence except evidence under
Rule 2 of Order X of the CPC

 (vi) Short causes, commercial causes and
long causes in which no writtendefend was granted and appeals against

decrees in such suits;

 (ii) Suit, the claim in which is admitted but
only time or installments for payment is asked
for;

 (iii) Suit, which is got dismissed by plaintiff for
want of prosecution before settlement of
issues or recording of any evidence, except
evidence under OrdersX Rule 2 of CPC;

 (iv) Suit, which is withdrawn before the
settlement of issues or recording of any
evidence except evidence under O X Rule 2
CPC;

long causes in which no written
statement is filed, and

 appeals from decrees in such suits;
 (vii) Suits compromised before the

settlement of issues or recording of
evidence except evidence under Rule 2 of
Order X CPC;

 (viii) Any formal party to a suit or appeal
e.g. trustee or estate holder who only
appears to submit; to the order of the
court and asks for his costs;

 (ix) A suit or appeal, which has abated;
 (x) A plaint returned for presentation to

the proper court



what expenses are to be considered, as included
in the term " costs". (Vol.1 ChapXI PartC)

 The Code of Civil Procedure is silent as to
what expenses are to be considered, as
included in the term " costs". Such expenses
ordinarily fall under the following heads : —

 (a)Court-fee stamps on all necessary
petitions.

 (b)Process-fees.
 (c)Expenses of proving and filing copies of

 Note.—1. Charges incurred on inspection of
records (for one inspection only) may he
included in costs.

 Note.- 2. Charges incurred in procuring the
attendance of witnesses may be included as
costs even though the witnesses were not
actually examined if the court is of the opinion (c)Expenses of proving and filing copies of

necessary
 documents.
 (d)Pleaders' fees.
 (e)Charges incurred in procuring the

attendance of witness,
 whether such witnesses were summoned

through the Court or not.
 (f) Expenses of Arbitrators and

Commissioners.
 Pleader's fees are regulated by the rules

contained in Chapter 16 of Volume I "Legal
Practitioners".

actually examined if the court is of the opinion
that the party bringing or summoning them
was reasonably expected to procure their
attendance for that hearing and the fact that
the witnesses were not examined was not due
to any fault of that party or was not for
showing accommodation to that party.



Certificate for Counsel Fee
 19. The certificate shall so far as possible, be in the following form:—
 In the Court of___________________________________,
 A. B. (add description and residence____________________ (Plaintiff

or appellant).
 Versus
 C. D. (add description and residence____________________

(Defendant or respondent).(Defendant or respondent).
 For the purpose of having my fee allowed on taxation as against the

party or parties, who may be liable for costs under the judgment or
order or the Court, I……………… in accordance with rule 18 of the rules
regulating the fees 4 of counsel in the Court, hereby certify that in the
above case the following fees were paid to me as my exclusive fees on
the dates and by the person or persons specified below, and that such
fees were paid to me. Before the final hearing of the appeal before the
commencement of the arguments at the conclusion of the evidence
that no portion of such fees has been, or has been agreed to be
returned or remitted or appropriated to the use of any other person by
me or by any one acting on my behalf.



Format of certificate cont…
Matter Fee Date of

payment
By whom
paid

Address of
person who
actually
made such
payment

Signature...........................................
Date of Signature............................Date of Signature............................
Address of Legal Practitioner...................

Note.—I. In the certificates of the fees filed by legal practitioners engaged by
Government in cases in which the Union of India or the State Government is a party
or in which the actual party is not Government, but Government servants or some
other private persons whose defence Government decides to undertake at public
expense, or in which a Municipal Committee or a Local Body or an Improvement
Trust is a party, it is sufficient to certify that a fee has been fixed (not paid) by the
Legal Remembrancer to Government, Punjab, or other appropriate authority, as the
case may be. Note. II. The provisions of Note I shall apply, mutatis mutandis in cases
in which legal practitioners are engaged by the Custodian of Evacuee Property either
in his own behalf or on behalf of the evacuee



Duty to attest the judgment

 Copies of judgment and other documents required to
be supplied to the accused under section 371 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, shall be prepared
by the Court Stenographer and supplied free of chargeby the Court Stenographer and supplied free of charge
to the accused, after having been duly attested by the
Reader of the Court, in accordance with the
provisions of the said section. In courts having no
Stenographers, such copies shall be prepared and duly
attested by the Copyists and supplied free of charge.



Vol.I chap.5 Part C (Civil)
vol. 3 chap.9 partA(Criminal)

 Order XVI, Rule 2 of the Civil Procedure Code, requires that the
party applying for a summons shall, before the summons is
granted and within a period to be fixed by the Court, pay into
Court such sum of money as appears to the Court to be sufficient
to defray the traveling and other expenses of the person
summoned in passing to and from the Court in which he is
required to attend, and for one day's attendance.required to attend, and for one day's attendance.

 Government is exempt from the operation of this rule when
applying for a summons for any of its own officers. In the case of
witnesses summoned as "experts", the Court is authorized to
allow remuneration in addition, for performing any necessary
work of an expert character for the purposes of the case.

 Note: Though HC R & O do not require the Reader to apply the
expenses but now as a rule of practice Readers are expected to do
so. The P.O. has the prerogative of allowing the expenses as per
rules and the Appendices.



CIVIL CASES

Rate of remuneration (Appendix I)

 (I) @ Rs. 18 per diem to all commissioned officers of Armed Forces,
distinguished personalities including MPs, MLAs, Municipal Councilors,
Chairmen and Members of corporate bodies, statutory undertakings and
autonomous organization, all gazetted Class I and II officers of Central and
State governments and officers of corresponding and comparable category in
the service of corporate bodies, semi-govt. undertakings and other statutorythe service of corporate bodies, semi-govt. undertakings and other statutory
organizations.

 (ii) @ Rs. 14 per diem to all non-gazetted class III officials of Central, any State
Govt. and corporate

 bodies, non –commissioned and other ranks of Armed Forces, Members of
Panchayats Simities,

 Zila Parishads, Municipal Commissioners, Sarpanches and Panches and well to
do Zamindars and

 Tradesmen.
 (iii) @ Rs. 10 to all other persons not included in the above two classes.
 If in any case the above rates appear to be insufficient the court may, for

reasons to be recorded in writing, grant such remuneration exceeding
Rs. 10 and not exceeding Rs. 50 per diem only in very special cases.



Form of Certificate of Attendance in Civil Cases

 In the Court of Shri _________________________

Certified that_____________________was summoned to give evidence
in this Court in his public/private capacity in the case
of______________________and was required to attend for a period
of_____days i.e.of_____days i.e.

From _____________to________________. He was paid the following
amounts in accordance with the rules of the Court:-An amount of
Rs.___________ as his diet money has been recovered from the litigants
and has been/will be deposited in the local Treasury.
Given under my hand and the seal of the court this __________ day of
____________20 .

 Seal of the Court with Rubber stamp of the Court



Form of Court Certificate for attendance in
Criminal cases

IN THE COURT OF ______________________________

Certified that Sh./Ms ___________________________was
summoned to give evidence in this court in his

private/public capacity in the case of ______________and was
required to attend this court for a period ofrequired to attend this court for a period of

________________days i.e. from _____________to __________.

2. He was paid the following amounts in accordance with the
rules of the courts:-

3. The amount of Rs. _________as his diet money has been /will
be deposited in the treasury on _____.

Given under my hand and the seal of the court this
_____________day of ______________20_____.

Seal of the court Rubber Stamp of the court



APPEALS



Appeals from Decrees
Order XLI, XLII, XLIV

 It is the duty of the Reader to scrutinize the MEMO OF
APPEAL : and examine whether it is duly filed by the
person who can file an Appeal i.e.

 (a) a party to the suit who is aggrieved or adversely affected by
the decree or , if such a party is dead, his legal representatives;the decree or , if such a party is dead, his legal representatives;

 (b) a person claiming under a party to the suit or a transferee of
the interests of such party, who, so far as interest is concerned, is
bound by the decree, provided his name is entered on the record
of the suit;

 (c) a guardian ad litem, appointed by a court in a suit by or
against a minor;

 (d) any other person, with the leave of the court, if he is
adversely affected by the decree.



Duty to see whether the appeal is within
limitation and make a report

 The Limitation Act provides the period for filing an
appeal against a decree or order is within 30 days from
the date of decree or order appealed against.the date of decree or order appealed against.

 In the case of an appeal against the order of Rent
Controller , the period of limitation under Section 15
of the East Punjab Urban Rent Restriction Act, 1949, is

15 days from the date of order.



Appeal against Money Decree

 If the appeal is against a decree for payment of money,
the Supdt./Reader shall report this fact so that the
Appellate Court may ask the Appellant to deposit theAppellate Court may ask the Appellant to deposit the
amount or furnish security in respect thereof.



Examination of memorandum of appeal

 When the Appeal is presented the Supdt./Reader to the District Judge would
examine and report as to;

 (a) whether the Court has Pecuniary as well as Territorial Jurisdiction to
entertain the appeal;

 (b) note down the date on which the decree or order was passed and within
what period the appeal should have been filed;

 (c) in case the appeal is filed after the period of limitation is over, this fact shall
be specifically reported;

 (d) whether the proper court fee has been affixed by the Appellant and if not (d) whether the proper court fee has been affixed by the Appellant and if not
what is the deficiency in the court fee;

 (e) the name & address of the Appellants & Respondents for effecting service
on them shall be verified;

 (f) the Supdt./Reader shall also report whether sufficient copies of Grounds of
Appeal for each of the Respondents have been attached;

 (g) if the appeal is filed after the period of limitation, then the Supdt./Reader
would report;

 (i) if the application for condonation of delay has been attached or not; and
 (ii) an affidavit of the appellant stating the reasons as to why the appeal could

not be filed within the period of limitation is there.



Restoration of appeal dismissed in default

 Where an Appeal has been dismissed in default for
non-appearance of the Appellant, the appellant may
move an application for re-admission of the appeal.move an application for re-admission of the appeal.

 On such application, the Reader/Ahlmad has to make
a report about the date on which the appeal was
dismissed in default of appearance.



Appeals from Orders

 Every order passed by the Civil Court is not
appealable. Rule 1 Order XLIII contains the orders
against which an appeal lies.

 The Supdt./Reader has to verify and report in this The Supdt./Reader has to verify and report in this
regard. These appeals shall be entered in the register
of Misc. Civil Appeals.



Order XLIIIRule 1/ Section 104
 An appeal shall lie from the following order namely:-

 (a) an order under rule 10 of Order VII returning a plaint to be
presented to the proper Court 1[except where the procedure specified
in rule 10A of Order VII has been followed];

 (c) an order under rule 9 of Order IX rejecting an application (in a
case open to appeal) for an order to set aside the dismissal of a suit;

 (d) an order under rule 13 of Order IX rejecting an application (in a (d) an order under rule 13 of Order IX rejecting an application (in a
case open to appeal) for an order to set aside a decree passed ex parte

 (f) an order under rule 21 of Order XI;

 (i) an order under rule 34 of Order XXI on an objection to the draft
of a document or of an endorsement;

 (j) an order under rule 72 or rule 92 of Order XXI setting aside or
refusing to set aside a sale;

 1[(ja) an order rejecting an application made under sub-rule (1) of
rule 106 of Order XXI, provided that an order on the original
application, that is to say, the application referred to in sub-rule (1)
of rule 105 of that Order is appealable.]



Order 43 rule 1/sec 104

 (k) an order under rule 9 of Order XXII refusing to set aside the abatement or
dismissal of a suit;

 (l) an order under rule 10 of Order XXII giving or refusing to give leave;
 (n) an order under rule 2 of Order XXV rejecting an application (in a case open

to appeal) for an order to set aside the dismissal of a suit;
 (na) an order under rule 5 or rule 7 of Order XXXIII rejecting an application

for permission to sue as an indigent persons:]for permission to sue as an indigent persons:]
 (p) orders in interpleader-suits under rule 3, rule 4 or rule 6 of Order XXXV;
 (q) an order under rule 2, rule 3 or rule 6 of Order XXXVIII;
 (r) an order under rule 1, rule 2 4[rule 2A], rule 4 or rule 10 of Order XXXIX;
 (s) an order under rule 1 or rule 4 of Order XL;
 (t) an order of refusal under rule 19 of Order XLI to re-admit, or under rule 21 of

Order XLI to re-hear, an appeal;
 (u) an order rule 23 [or rule 23A] of Order XLI remanding a case, where an

appeal would lie from the decree of the Appellate Court;
 (w) an order under rule 4 of Order XLVII granting an application for review.



If Suit appeal is filed as an indigent person

 the Supdt./ reader is to report that the appeal is being
filed as an indigent person then an inquiry would be
necessary to be held by the Court.



Particulars to be mentioned in the Pauper Application
(a) the number of the suit;

 (b) the names of the parties;

 (c) the date of the decree;

 (d) whether any, appeal has been
preferred from the decree;

 (e) whether any, and (if any) what,
payment or other adjustments of the
matter in controversy has

 been made between the parties
subsequently to the decree;

 (h) the amount of the costs(if any)
awarded

 (i) the name of the person against whom
execution of the decree is sought; and

 (j) the mode in which the assistance of
the Court is required whether-

 (i) by the delivery of any property
specifically decreed;

 (ii) by the attachment or by the
attachment and sale, or by the sale
without attachment, of any property;

 (iii) by the arrest and detention in prisonsubsequently to the decree;

 (f) whether any, and (if any) what,
previous applications have been made
for the execution of the decree, the
dates of such applications and their
results;

 (g) the amount with interest( if any)
due upon the decree, or other relief
granted thereby, together with
particulars of any cross-decree,
whether passed before or after the
date of the decree sought to be
executed;

 (iii) by the arrest and detention in prison
of any person;

 (iv) by the appointment of a receiver;
 (v) otherwise, as the nature of the relief

granted may require.
 The application shall also be

accompanied by a certified copy of the
decree to be executed by the Court.



Fine Receipt in criminal cases

 The Reader shall prepare a fine receipt regarding the
payment of fine made by the offenders, get it signed from
the court and give it to the offender which is to be issued in
the receipt book maintained in the prescribed proforma.

 He will also make entry of the amount so received in the
fine register No. VIII and IX ( Vol; 6, Part B-IV of High
He will also make entry of the amount so received in the
fine register No. VIII and IX ( Vol; 6, Part B-IV of High
Court Rules and Orders)

 At the end of the day the total amount of fine received
shall be handed over by the Court Reader to the Nazir after
obtaining his receipt who will deposit the same in the
Treasury/Bank and send copy of the challan to the Reader
of the Court concerned for making entry in the relevant
register of fine and get it attested from the court.



Cancellation and Untraced Reports

 In some cases when the cancellation/untraced report
is received from the police, the court is required to
issue notice to the complainant before any order is
passed regarding cancellation or allowing to be
consigned as untraced. In all such cases, the recordconsigned as untraced. In all such cases, the record
shall not be consigned till the proceedings are
finalized by the court and shall be entered in the
cause list on the date of hearing and on each date
the proceedings shall be recorded on the file and
action shall be taken by the Ahlmad in accordance
with the order passed by the court



Procedure under section 446 Cr.P.C.
 When any accused on bail during trial of case has jumped the bail, his bail is

cancelled and his personal bond and surety bonds are forfeited to the State by
the Court.

 The reader shall endorese the cancellation of the bonds with date.
 The Ahlmad shall thereupon open a new file containing the bail orders

personal bond and surety bond, executed by the accused and surety, along with
orders of the court forfeiting the bail bond. The Ahlmad shall enter this file in
the relevant register and assign the file number on the said file. Thereafter the
court is to call upon any person bound by such bond i.e. the accused and thecourt is to call upon any person bound by such bond i.e. the accused and the
surety to pay penalty thereof or show cause why it should not be recovered. If
sufficient cause is not shown and the penalty is not paid, the court may order
and proceed to recover the same as if such penalty was a fine imposed by it
under this code.

 When the court passes an order for the recovery of the bail bond amount as
fine, the Reader shall immediately make an entry of the said amount
recoverable as fine, in his fine Register and get it attested from the court.
Thereafter the Ahlmad shall issue process for the recovery of penalty amount as
fine and continue to issue the process till the same is recovered from the
defaulters.



REGISTERS



Maintenance of Registers
volume IV, Chapter 24

 1. The registers prescribed for use in all civil and criminal courts
will be obtained from the Controller of Printing and Stationery,
Punjab at Chandigarh, to whom indents will be submitted by
District and Sessions Judges in accordance with the instructions
laid down in the Punjab Printing and Stationery Manual.

 2. All registers will be made of convenient sizes with all headings
and columns printed and ruled. The paper will be country-and columns printed and ruled. The paper will be country-
milled paper, known as Badami, and the binding will be of card
board with leather backs and corners in the case of registers
which are preserved for 12 years or more, and with Kharwa cloth
in the case of other registers.

 3. Should any officer desire to suggest alteration of a prescribed
register, he should address the District and Sessions Judge who
will make such recommendations as he thinks fit to the High
Court. In no case should the Controller of Printing and
Stationery be addressed direct in such a matter.



Common mistakes in filling up registers
 Presiding Officers must remember that they

are responsible to see that the registers of their
courts are correctly and regularly written up.
The following is a list of the common mistakes
made by officials in writing up registers.
Mistakes of this kind must be avoided:-

 (1) Many registers have no peshani or heading
at all, while some of them are in such a torn
and mutilated condition that they are of no
practical value. It is impossible to maintain
any register correctly unless it has a regular
heading in good condition.

 (7) Entries are sometimes made in pencil
which is objectionable.

 (8) Separate serial numbers are not given for
each calendar year. Registers to be kept in
English. Common mistakes in filling up
registers Vol.IV 3 Ch.24

 (9) Sometimes the serial number is changed
with a change of register; it should only be
changed with the new year.

 (10) In the several registers in which an
abstract of the orders passed is to be entered,
the entry very often merely says “dakhal dafter
ho” or “consigned to the record room”. This is
not sufficient. The particulars of the ordersheading in good condition.

 (2) Entries are sometimes made in a running
order across several columns. Each individual
column must be filled up separately.

 (3) Entries do not follow the column headings,
but are made regardless of them. This creates
confusion.

 (4) Some entries are written partly in English
and partly in Urdu.

 (5) Entries cancelled do not bear any initials.

 (6) Persian raqums are used in filling some
columns. English numerals should always be
used.

not sufficient. The particulars of the orders
passed should be entered in greater detail so
as to show exactly how the case was disposed
of or why it was consigned to the record room.

 (11) In the several registers in which the name
of the Judge or Magistrate deciding the case is
to be entered, the name should always be set
out in full. Entries saying “Lala Sahib” or
“Sardar Sahib” are meaningless and will not be
understood after a few years if and when it
becomes necessary to find out the name of the
presiding officer. The name of an English
Officer, or of an Indian Officer, who has
anglicized his name, should be written in
English characters, even if the register is kept
in Urdu.



Consignment of Registers

 All civil and criminal registers shall be consigned to
the record room to which judicial files are normally
consigned; they should be destroyed under the
supervision of the Record-keeper in accordance withsupervision of the Record-keeper in accordance with
the rules contained in Chapter 16-F, Volume IV.



No. of
Register /

Name of
Register

Court in
which to be
kept

Official
by whom
to be kept

and
consignm
ent

Remarks/
consignment

VIII/ Register of
rejected and
returned plaints
and memoranda
of appeal.

All civil courts Reader
one year from

the date of
completion

(i)The entries should be made by the
Reader on the order of rejection or of
return being made by the Presiding
Officer of the Court. It is not correct to
wait until the party concerned turns up
to take back the papers before making
an entry in this register.
(ii)This register must not be used for
“documents returned” for which a“documents returned” for which a
separate register XXIV is prescribed.

IX Register of dates
fixed for trial of
original suits,
appeals, and
execution of
decrees.

(a)Courts of
District
Judges.
(b)Other Civil
Courts.

(a)Ahlmad

(b) Reader
I year from the
date of
completion

When the number of appeals and
execution cases is very large separate
registers may be kept for the dates fixed
for appeals and execution cases. There
should be a separate page for each day
of the year and when a cause is set
down for hearing on any date, the cause
should be entered in the proper page of
the register. See also footnotes to form
in Volume VI-A, Part A-IV.



No. of
Register /

Name of
Register

Court in
which to be
kept

Official
by whom
to be kept

and
consignm
ent

Remarks/
consignment

XVII Register of
persons
punished for
Contempt of
Courts

All civil courts Reader
one year from

the date of
completion

XVIII Register of stamp
deficiencies to be
maintained by
Courts and
Offices

All civil courts Reader

one year from
the date of
completion

(i)At the end of every month an extract
from this register showing the duties
and penalties levied during the month,
with the other particulars entered in the
register, must be sent to the Deputy
Commissioner. (ii)An adequate
description of each document must be
given in column 6. (iii)Column 22 (Brief
Reasons) must be filled up intelligently
and not left blank



No. of
Register /

Name of
Register

Court in
which to be
kept

Official
by whom
to be kept

and
consignm
ent

Remarks/
consignment

XIX Register of
Commissions

All civil courts Reader or
clerk of
court
one year from

the date of
completioncompletion

XXIV Register of
documents
returned

(a) All civil
courts
(b)All Record
rooms ..

(a)Reader

(b)Record
Keeper

one year from
the date of
completion

(i)On the return of a document which
has been admitted in evidence a receipt
shall be given by the party receiving it
in a receipt book kept for the purpose
(Order XVI, Rule 9 of Act V of 1908)
(ii)An adequate description of the
document returned must be given in
column 4 The Record-keeper will
maintain this register for return of
documents in cases which have been
consigned to the Record Room



No. of
Register /

Name of
Register

Court in
which to be
kept

Official
by whom
to be kept

and
consignm
ent

Remarks/
consignment

XXV Register of
deposits and
refunds of
commission on
sale proceeds in
execution

(a)Courts of
District Judge
(b)All other
civil Courts

Reader

Ahlmad
three year

sfrom the date
of completion

execution
proceedings

of completion

XXVI Register relating
to the property
of minors and
annual accounts
of their eates

(a)District
Judge .
(b)Sub-Judge,
where
empowered

(a)Reader

(b)
Ahlmad

six years from
the date of
completion

Special attention must be given
to filling up the entries in part 2
of the Register



No. of
Register /

Name of
Register

Court in
which to be
kept

Official
by whom
to be kept

and
consignm
ent

Remarks/
consignment

XXVII Register of
persons
adjudicated
insolvents and
administration
of their estates

All Courts
exercising
insolvency
jurisdiction

Reader/

Ahlmad
three year

from the date of
completion

of their estates
completion

XXVIII Register of
applications
under Section 31
of the Punjab
Relief of
Indebtedness
Act, 1934

All Civil
Courts .

(a)Reader/

Ahlmad

three years from
the date of
completion



No. of
Register /

Name of
Register

Court in
which to be
kept

Official
by whom
to be kept

and
consignm
ent

Remarks/
consignment

XXX Register of
declarations
under the
Muslim Personal
Law (Shariat)
Application Act,

All Civil
Courts

Reader/

three year from
the date of
completion

Application Act,
1937

XXXIV Register of
applications for
revision under
section 65 of the
Punjab Gram
Panchayat Act,
1952 (P.Act No.
IV of 1953)

Court of the
District Judge
or any Court to
which these
powers may be
delegated
under sub-
section (4) of
Section 95 of
the Act

Reader or
Ahlmad at
the
discretion
of the
Court



CRIMINAL REGISTERS



No. of
Register /

Name of
Register

Court in
which to be
kept

Official
by whom
to be kept

and
consignm
ent

Remarks/
consignment

XI Register of dates
fixed for trial of
Criminal cases
including dates
of receipt of
cases sent up for

(a)All
Magistrates’
Courts
(b)Sessions
Courts

(a)Reader
..
(b)Ahlmad

Section 344 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure limits to a maximum of 15
days the period for which an
adjournment or remand can be granted
and under section 247 summons should
always fix a date.

cases sent up for
trial by the
Police

XVII Register of
Summary Trials

All Magistrates
exercising
summary
powers

Reader Columns 7-14 should be filled
in by the Magistrate himself.

XVIII Register of Road
and Diet money
of witnesses

All Criminal
Courts..

Reader See Chapter 9-B, Rules and
Orders, Volume III-This
Register should be checked by
the Magistrate or the Sessions
Judge, at least once a week and
column 10 initialled



No. of
Register /

Name of
Register

Court in
which to be
kept

Official
by whom
to be kept

and
consignm
ent

Remarks/
consignment

XIX Register of
prisoners who
are released or
whose
punishment is
reduced on

(a)All
Magistrate’s
Courts
(b)Sessions
Courts

Ahlmad or
any other
official to
be
nominated
by the

This register should be checked once a
week by the Presiding Officer of the
Court who should see that all warrants
are being complied with or received in
the jails. He should verify this from the
detachale portion of each warrant

reduced on
appeal or
revision

by the
Court

XX Register of Road
and Dietmoney
of witnesses

All Criminal
Courts..

Reader See Chapter 9-B, Rules and
Orders, Volume III-This
Register should be checked by
the Magistrate or the Sessions
Judge, at least once a week and
column 10 initialled



No. of
Register /

Name of
Register

Court in
which to be
kept

Official
by whom
to be kept

and
consignm
ent

Remarks/
consignment

E Register of
general orders
issued in the
judicial
department.

(a)District
Magistrates.
(b)District
and Sessions
Judges.

Reader of
the Court..

Three years
from the date of
completion

In this register should be copied all
orders issued for the guidance of
Subordinate Courts in the order and
date on which they were issued

I Register of
Affidavits.

All Civil and
Criminal
Courts.

Reader
Three years
from the date of
completion

See Chapter 12-B, Rules and
orders, Volume IV

Miscellan- Eous register

Bail Register



SECURITY DEPOSIT

 1. Every ministerial officer of a Court who is entrusted
with the custody of public money or property shall be
required to give security as prescribed.The amount of
security to be taken should ordinarily be as given in
the table below; provided that if the permanentthe table below; provided that if the permanent
advance held by the official on behalf of the Presiding
Officer of the Court is greater than the amount
specified, the security shall not be less than the
permanent advance so held :

 Readers, Sub-Judges’ Courts … … Rs. 200



Miscellaneous duties on criminal side
 Signing summons and notices on behalf of the presiding

officer with express authority

 Checking of Bail bonds, surety bonds, probation bonds

 Checking the documents furnished by the accused, surety
and identifier

 Endorsement of rubber seal , “ Accepted and attested” on Endorsement of rubber seal , “ Accepted and attested” on
the bonds and get it signed by the PO

 If accused not present in the court, then seal , Accepted, to
be attested in the jail” to be affixed

 When accused jumps bail and the court orders cancellation
of bail bonds, making the endorsement on the bonds to
that effect with date of cancellation, by making two oblique
lines on the bonds



Cont…

 Marking the presence of the accused by obtaining
signatures / thumb impression of the accused on the
margin of the gimney sheet

 Obtaining of signatures on the statement of the
accused, chargesheet etc

 Ensuring the marking of exhibits and getting it signed
by the PO

 Preparation of jail warrants and getting it signed from
the PO

 Preparation of conviction warrants in accordance with
the Sentence passed by the Court



CONVICTION/COMMITTMENT WARRANTS
VOL.III chap.20 Part

The warrants should clearly mention :

 Whether the imprisonment awarded is simple or rigorous

 Whether to run concurrently or consecutively for different
offences

 What fine has been imposed, whether it has been
deposited in the court or not
What fine has been imposed, whether it has been
deposited in the court or not

 Whether there is any imprisonment in default

 Whether any compensation has been awarded to the
complainant/victim

 Whether it is payable out of the fine deposited or separate.

 Whether any period of imprisonment undergone during
trial has to be setoff against the substantive punishment



Warrant of commitment on sentence of
imprisonment or fine

Form no.34 Schedule II Cr.P.C.
 section 235, 248, 255
 To the Officer in charge of the Jail at ………

WHEREAS on the ……… day of ………, ……… (name of prisoner), the (1st,
2nd, 3rd, as the case may be) prisoner in case No ……… of the Calendar
for 20 ………, was convicted before me ……… (name and officialfor 20 ………, was convicted before me ……… (name and official
designation) of the offence of ……… (mention the offence or offences
concisely) under section ……… (or sections) of the Indian Penal Code
(or of ……… Act ………), and was sentenced to ……… (state the
punishment fully and distinctly);
This is to authorise and require you to receive the said ……… (prisoner’s
name) into your custody in the said Jail, together with this warrant, and
thereby carry the aforesaid sentence into execution according to law.
Dated, this ……… day of ………, 20 ………
(Seal of the Court)
(Signature)



Warrant of commitment under
sentence of death

 Form 40
 section 366
 To the Officer in charge of the Jail at ………

WHEREAS at the Session held before me on the ……… day of ………, 20 ………,
(name of prisoner) the (1st, 2nd, 3rd, as the case may be) prisoner in case No
……… of the Calendar for20 ……… at the said Session, was duly convicted of the
offence of culpable homicide amounting to murder under section ……… of theoffence of culpable homicide amounting to murder under section ……… of the
Indian Penal Code, and sentenced to death. subject to the confirmation of the
said sentence by the ……… Court of ……… ;
This is to authorise and require you to receive the said ……… (prisoner’s name)
into your custody in the said Jail, together with this warrant, and him there
safely to keep until you shall receive the further warrant of order of this Court,
carrying into effect the order of the said ……… Court.
Dated, this ……… day of ………, 20 ………
(Seal of the Court)
(Signature)



Annexures:

 List of approved newspapers for publication

 Unit ChartUnit Chart

 Formats of the Statements to be prepared Annually,
Half yearly, Quarterly and Monthly

 Peshanis of the Registers

 Formats of Decrees

 Court fee table





ThankyouThankyou
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